Development of a Service Robot System for a Remote Child Monitoring Platform
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Abstract

Network-based intelligent surveillance is becoming more popular, and remote monitoring platforms using web cameras with mobile robots can be used as child monitoring platforms in infant caring facilities. This paper presents a prototype of a service robot system as a next-generation intelligent surveillance system for child monitoring. In order to achieve this, a cooperative server-client control scheme is developed that has multiple users and a remote robot that utilizes an appropriate communication method. The experimental results demonstrate the feasibility of the proposed service robot system through integrating the required skills into the prototype of an infant caring surveillance system.
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1. Introduction

Recently, the evolution of the concept of natural surveillance using robots has emerged from the concept of surveillance using fixed closed circuit television (CCTV). Therefore, monitoring services that can satisfy teachers, children, and parents need to be built for general use in childcare facilities [1]. Recently, child abuse has emerged as a social issue in the home and at childcare centers, both domestically and internationally; as a result, mandatory static CCTV installations are increasingly commonplace in daycare centers and kindergartens. However, statically installed cameras have blind spots, so there is a significant need for a different solution to avoid these blind spots.

Mandatory CCTV is currently used in many daycare centers and kindergartens, but some surveys have indicated that CCTV installation infringes on teachers’ dignity and human rights, so an appropriate compromise must be sought.

Furthermore, the display features of the robots that have been installed in daycare centers are emphasized so people think they are moving computers. Also, teachers tend to be reluctant to use the robots due to a fear of damaging them. Therefore, an alternative solution is required.

In this paper, a number of service robots were placed in several spaces and servers were built for multiple users to remotely monitor each robot. Furthermore, the technology required in order to have more than one robot connected to a wireless access point (AP) and the server was developed. Through developing application clients for remote monitoring and service
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robot control, it is demonstrated that the application proposed through the technology of remote control and monitoring using smartphones can be applied as an interface that can control the service robot.

2. Remote Monitoring Service Robot System

Through placing a number of service robots in several spaces and through building a server that can monitor each robot in multiple remote locations, a system in which more than one mobile robot (camera, microphone, speaker mounted-type) is placed in at least three spaces (nursery facilities) is designed; more than one mobile robot has access to the wireless AP (Wi-Fi) and is connected to the server. The system is constructed through securing the server for multiple remote monitoring capabilities with fixed IPs in a data center.

The server is accessed using Android-based [2] application client technology. Then, after accessing the server, the space (e.g. nursery facilities) to be monitored and the remote monitor service robots present in the nursery facilities are selected, and real-time control services can be implemented between the service robots and application client based on the control interface system server. The server is constructed with many robots, smartphone multiple application client accesses, and massive data processing through interlocking more than three application clients and more than one robot placed in at least three spaces (nursery facilities) in the same manner as the Windows operating system-based method. The overall system is summarized in Figure 1.
The service robot platform used in this research was developed under a joint development research program between Mokwon University and CNRobot Inc. [3]. The hardware configuration and an internal view are presented in Figure 2, while Figure 3 illustrates the robot appearance. The mobile robot platform has an embedded camera pan/tilt; it moves using two wheels; and the camera video data is sent to the server using the embedded WiFi module and HRI using the microphone and speaker.

Figure 2. The Robot Developed by CNRobot Corporation

Figure 3. Appearance of the Robot Developed by CNRobot Corporation
The system used to control the service robot is presented in Figure 4. Using the network integration system structure design, the fusion method analysis is implemented remotely. Furthermore, the basic design of the video/audio monitoring and control algorithm structure, the multiple application client smart devices, and the efficient network integration system framework design for the robots, server, and smart devices are designed using OPRoS feature analyses and RTC middleware [4-5].

3. Method of Transferring Robot Platform Control Rights

This method enables the control of the robots, which can be remotely accessed by parents, and includes the management server with the remote connections when offsite parents access the server using their smart devices in order to take control of the robots and observe the situation. It also provides server access for a number of users through their smart devices in the remote control standby mode of the robots [6].

The connected users can obtain the video and audio from the classroom situation using the smart device application; even users who do not have robot control rights can watch video and audio that is obtained through the robot if they access the server. In a control standby situation where no one has robot control rights, if one user applies for robot control rights, it is assigned to the user. Then, the remaining time until the robot control rights can be transferred is displayed in the application of the other remote connections. If another remote connection that is on the control rights waiting list applies for control rights transfer using the smart device application, the remaining time is displayed to the applicant. The remaining time
of the current control rights and use times of the applicant who applied are also displayed to the other connections. Refer to Figure 5.

![Diagram of robot control rights transfer](image)

**Figure 5. The Control Rights Transfer of the Teacher is Not Applied**

In addition to the users using the application, kindergarten teachers receive the control rights transfer as the first priority when they apply for the control rights transfer regardless of the remaining waiting time. In this situation, the waiting time and use time of the kindergarten teacher are displayed to remaining connections and wait list. The alarm sounds for the waiting user 30 seconds before the waiting time finishes in order to alert the waiting user to the transfer order. The waiter who will receive the control rights next will gain control through clicking the robot control rights transfer button; if the transfer button is not clicked within 30 seconds of the transfer time, the transfer right moves to the next user. The waiting time is displayed in real time to the waiting users and connectors. If there is a change in the transfer waiting users, changes in the waiting time are notified through push notifications. Refer to Figure 6.

In summary, in the process of transferring the robot control rights for remote robot control and communication, transfer waiting times, and alarms are displayed differently according to the control applicants and access waiters. Therefore, the inconvenience can be reduced in the waiting process and the service use time can be predicted in advance. A flow chart of the control rights transfer is presented in Figure 7.

### 4. Experiment

The server was built in a general Windows-based operating system environment and then the data communication was tested using a C# application client program [7]. The program could undertake functions such as connect with the robot, display the robot and server status, display the robot video, and control the robot, as shown in Figure 8.
Figure 6. The Control Rights Transfer of the Teacher is Applied

Figure 7. Flow Chart for the Control Rights Transfer
Figure 9 presents the robot image data and robot sensor data identified in the server.

The server can conduct management functions such as connection with the robot and the clients, display of the robot and server status, transfer of images and voice data from robots to the specified clients, and transfer of control messages to the robots. The demonstration of the robot motion through server linkage is shown in Figure 10.
5. Conclusion

The server was designed for multiple users to remotely monitor the robot and an application client was developed for the remote monitoring and service robot control. Furthermore, a user interface was developed to enable smart devices to connect and monitor the situation using the service robot. Moreover, the technology that enables the obtaining and displaying of the mobile robot remote monitoring of video/audio in the selected space was developed. The robot access technology was established through selecting the facilities to be monitored after accessing the server through the application client. The results of this research are provided in Table 1.

Table 1. Results of the Application Development for the Service Robot

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Classification</th>
<th>Development Results</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Speed and runtime</td>
<td>Speed: 0.8 m/s, Runtime: 6 hrs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Head movement</td>
<td>Pan: 180°, tilt: 90°</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Range detection</td>
<td>PSD: 80 cm under</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Remote data transmission with control</td>
<td>Remote audio input and output and transmission, remote robot control</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Development of a mobile app that can control the overall operation of the robot</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alerts for robot status</td>
<td>Alerts for low battery, wheel jamming, obstacle detection</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Robot control method</td>
<td>Robot control through server</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximum number of simultaneous access</td>
<td>Simultaneous access of up to three robots and ten smartphones and video/audio data processing</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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